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SOLAR ENERGY TO MEET THE. NATION'S ENERGY NEEDS

;w

by Frank E. Rom and Ronald L. Thomas

SUMMARY
^r.
N
r-
	 As our energy needs increase and our energy resources dwindle and

w	 as we become more dependent on foreign sources, alternative energy
sources must be sought out. Solar energy, being a non-depleting clean
source of energy, is shown to be capable of providing energy in all the
forms in which it is used today. It can be used to generate electric-
ity, for heating and cooling buildings, and for producing clean renew-
able gaseous, liquid and solid fuel. There is little question of the
technical feasibility for utilizing solar energy. The chief problem
is rapidly providing innovative solutions that are economically com-
petititive with other systems.

INTRODUCTION

President Nixon in his energy message of June 1971 pointed out the
national need for clean energy. He asked that the National Science
Foundation (NSF) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) assess the potential of solar energy for satisfying a significant
portion of our nation's enormous and growing appetite for energy. Ac-
cordingly, the Solar Energy ranel was formed u_Zdei- the co-chairmanship
of NSF and NASA. 'The panel was comprised of nearly 40 scientists and
engineers and several economists, sociologists, and environmentalists.
The results of their study are presented in reference 1. The panel
recommended that the federal government take a lead role in developing
solar energy research and development programs with three objectives:
(1) economical systems :or heating and cooling of buildings, (2) eco-
nomical systems for producing and converting organic materials to liq-
uid, solia, and gaseous fuels or to energy directly, (3) economical_
systems for generating electricity. They further recommended that the
government fund a 15-year program that would total 3.5 billion dollars
if' all recommendea approaches continued t o show promise to final dem-
onstration. Demonstration plants would be cost shared with industry.

NSF has been assigned the primary responsibility for conducting a
national solar energy program. It is based on the findings and rec-
ommendations of the Solar Energy Panel. The funding level for the NSF
solar energy program is expected to increase from about $4 million in
FY'7i to $12 million in FY'74, while the NASA-supported program for
r'Y'73 and r'Y'74 amounts to about $1 million.
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IMP.=.CTS OF THF. N: •.TIOM. L NLED c 'CR T NFJ: GY

The need "or clean abundant *supplies of energy and our difficulty
11	 in meeting the demand has re-culted in the ao-called "Inergy Crisis "

This energy crisis has both near-term and lnng-term aspects. The near-

term problem results primarily from inade:juatc plant salacity to process
and deliver petroleum and natural gas during a period of rapidly rising
demand for the::c fuels. The -rnvironmentai. restrictions on discharge of
sulfur oxides have rihifted demand from high-sulfur coal io low-sulfur
oil and natural gas_ ,t the Name tirrc:, the artomotive public hes
purchased an increased number .f large automibiles that consume large
amounts of gasoline. During this pericxi of rising demand, the petro-
leum supplier:; expanded plant capacity too slowly to me=et the demand.

For the long tom, the more basic issue is the relation between.
the nation's demand for energy and the basic supply

The United States demand for energy is illustrated by figure 1.
By the year 2000 our need for energy is projected to triple (ref. 2).
If ,.e use energy at the rate projected, our energy reserves (relative
to 1970) will decrease as shown in figure 2 The projections are based
on estimated reserveG forecast by the oil and gas industry. the United
State.3 Geologi. Survey and the Atumle energy Commission (ref. 2). Oil,
gas, and uranium-255 (required for our conventional nuclear reactors)
art, expected to be exhausted shortly aft. r 2000 K.r. unlecG corisumpt.ion
patterns wiz changed or new resources utilized, Natural uranium,
which is mostly uranium-238 (used by the liquid metal fast breeder
reactors), and coal are seen to la3t for several centuries because of
relatively abundant supplies that exist in the United :states,.

With the increase in energy consumption ccnnes an increase in
pollutants. Figure 3 sho> ,s the relative annual production of pollu-
tint-^ relative to the yNar 1.970 (ref. 2). Until 1980 a decrease in
pollutants la projected. This is due to the nation meeting the anti-
pollution standards that have been set: Beyond 1960, however, the
large increase in energy demands once again im-reases pollutant pro-
duction unless the pollution standards are further tightened. Not shown
is the environmental impact of strip mining and the impact of the pro-
duction of long-lived radioactive -asies from nuclear powerplants which
must be Ftored for 1,000,000 years before they can be safely released
to the environment.

Yet another problem brought on by the large consumption of energy
is the reliance on foreign nations for our oil and gas suppliers. The
National Petroleum Council forecasts (see fig. 4) a net deficit in
balance of payments in 1985 of at least 20 billion dollars. More than
half of our oi.l will be imported by 1985. The effect on our economy
is of great. concern, X greater concern is ow: mayor dependence on
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foreign sources of energy that is vital to our national security and
well being. What will happen as other nations of the world who need
energy for survival compete with us for the foreign sources is a
matter for serious contemplation.

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS

There are four major potential solutions to the shortage of oil
and gas that can be considered seriously because they are technically
feasibile, they could supply the large energy needs of the United
Stater., and they are available domestically. These potential solutions
are gasification and liquefaction of coal, nuclear energy to produce
electricity, geothermal energy and solar energy.

The use of coal involves solution of the 502, NO x , and partic-
ulate pollution problems and will require the reclamation of strip-
mined land in most regions. These problems are not insurmountable, but
will result in increased costs. If coal is to supply a larger portion
of our energy needs, technology is needed for the large-scale, practi-
cal, economical and efficient conversion of coal to oil and to gas.

The use of nuclear energy to solve the ener&r problem introduces
safety questions and management of the large amounts of radioactive
waste products that are generated by the fission of uranium. The
technology nee rl ed for practical utilization of nuclear energy requires
the successfu il development of an economical and safe breeder reactor.
P-n acepetable and safe means for handling the vast amount of radio-
active waste products that will be generated and that require storage
or disposal with assurance of no release for 1,000,000 years could be
the most difficult obstacle to overcome.

Geothermal energy is limited presently to those areas where steam
is naturally available at the earth's surface, such as the geysers area
north of San Francisco. Systems using hot water from drilled wells are
under investigation, but the econouic feasibility and the poll • itant and
environmental impacts have not been fully assessed.

There are no major environmental problems associated with the uti-
lization of solar energy except for its possible impact in our land use.
Solar energy is diffuse and will require large amounts of land for solar
collector "farms" or for farms for growing crops or forest of treea for
producing fuel. Tne impact of land usage can be miaimized by utilizing
land already used for other purposes, such as collectors on the roofs
of buildings or over parking lots. The NOx problem associated with
the burning of present fuels will also be present if solar energy is
converted to a solid, liquid or gaaeous fuel. Also solid solar-derived
fuels will have particulate problems similar to those associated with
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th y : burning of coal.

Thermal pollution caused by the combustion of '' e ssil fuels and the
f insion of uranium :ire primarily - local problem today The effe,-tc of

th:i: adled thermal cnr:rgy on ths! e*a th s thorrikal balance is not under-
,tood at this time. The utilization of solar energy collected on the
earth gill have a minimal ef'f'ect on the earth's tlu_rmal 1k31ance, but
will cause local (, hanger as the energy is collected in ono area and

in another. However, if solar f.nergy is eo11^Cteci in anei toawd
to earth in the form of microwaves to be converted to electrical energy,
the thermal balance will be disturbed in thr same fashion ae, with fcs-
.:i.. and nu,sear power. :uch a sate 'litEr system fee converting solar
energy to electrical energy h •is been propose:i (ref. 3) and i:: discussed
briefly later in this, paler.

The aolutiori to the technical and environmental problems as_.a:iated
With the use of coal and nuclear fuel is expected to substantially in-
crease t.h, coat of en,_rsggy. Fstimates arm that energy !,o.;ts may t-rirle
in the ac:xt t,!n years, because of the delendence on foreign r,ourcea, the
coot of replacing oil and gas sources with nuclear and coal, and the
,:or=t of e?iminating pollution and environmental problems. As the costs
of utilizing fossil and nuclear fuels increase:,, alternative sources
such as iolur can become economical if methods of utilization are re-
oar, ,hed and developed.

THE SOLr R FNERGY SOIZJTION

It is imperative that n--,w sources of c yan Pne:rFy be sought out.
Thi, paper considers the use of* solar energy. The chief problem of
using solar ercr •gy in th? pest has been achieving cost- competit',vP -ya-	 r

toms. There is co question that production of solar energy is techni-
cally pojsible. .+hat ic, qeeded now is technclogy that will reduce the
ce::t of solar energy systems and make them l.ract.ical. :nuovat.i.ve ap-
proaches, simple Pff i ci.eut optimized designs that are the result of
sound eysterc., apl.ror c his and careful mnagement of technology deve loY -
r:*&nt pro grams are the necessary ingredients to de.mcnstrate econcm.Lcai
an4 pract -cal solar energy solutions to the raat.ian s tfrergy- sh.'rtage
problem.

Solar energy is a clean, non-depletable energy source that is
available nearly everywhere and that is limited only by the available
.hand area, Goinr -nergv is dilfuse and variable but abundant. ::ee
figure 5. In space at earth's distance from the zun the solar radia-
tion availabin is 130 .+atts/ft 2 . Considering the day-night cycle acd
the sear-'omal variation of Solar flux, and the attenuation 3ue, t.o at-
morpheric conditions (clouds, dust, and smog), the average energy fa11-
ing in the United .Mates un a ,year -round barAs is 17 watts per ft2.
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This is equivalent to 600 times the current total energy needs of the
United States. At an average efficiency of conversion of 5 percent, it
would take less than 4 percent of the United States land area to supply
all our current energy needs.

In What Form is Solar Energy Needed?

The United States uses energy in different ways. The primary uses
can be classified into (1) generating electricity, (2) heating and cool-
ing buildings, and (3) providing fuel for transportation and industrial
processes.

At the present time, approximately 22 percent of our total energy
consumption is used for generating electricity, 25 percent for provid-
ing thermal energy for buildings, 23 percent for transportation and 30
percent for industrial processes (ref. 2). An important point to note
is that the direct use of fuel (especially oil and gas) for transporta-
tion, heating, and industrial uses accounts for more than 75 percent of
our energy use. What we need more than any other source of energy is
a source of liquid and gaseous fuel.

Solar energy can be utilized to provide all of our various energy
needs. It can produce electrical energy, provide energy for the heat-
ing and cooling of buildings and it can be used to produce clean re-
newable supplies of liquid, gaseous, and solid fuels. See figure 6.

Electricity from the Sun

Several methods of generating electricity from solar energy are
presented in figure 7. They are:

1. Direct conversion of solar energy to electricity using solar
(photovoltaic) cells.

$	 2. Collecting of solar energy as :seat to heat fluids that can be
used to operate heat engines. These engines are used to drive electric
generators.

3. Using solar energy to grow biological material that can be con-
verted to fuel. The fuel is then used to operate heat engines that are
used to generate electricity. (This is discussed in a later section.)

4. Using the solar-heated upper layers of the ocean water in con-
junction with the cold lower depth of the ocean to operate a low tem-
perature difference heat engine. The engine is used to drive an elec-
tric generator.

a
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5. Using the wiiid (which is generated by the sun) to operate a wind
generator to produce electricity.

Solar cells in space. - Many of our space vehicles and experiments
obtain their energy needs by the use of solar cells which directly con-
vert the sun's energy to electricity. Figure 8 illustrates a large solar
photovoltaic array that is designed for use by a manned space station.
This is one-fourth of an array that produces a total of 100 kilowatts
of electrical energy. The 25 kilowatt segment shown here is 20 feet
wide and 80 feet high.

Figure 9 shows a proposed concept for using solar cells in syn-
chronous orbit to make power for use on the ground. This is the Sat-
ellite Solar Power System (SS?S) concept. See reference 3. The elec-
trie ity that is generated by the solar cells is converted to microwaves
and beamed to the earth. On the earth, a receiving station converts
the microwaves back to electrical power through a device caLled a rec-
tenna. The concept shorn generates 5000 megawatts on the ground. The
solar array panels shown are about 7 miles by 3 miles in length and
breath. The total system weight in orbit is about 25 million pounds.
It would take 80 SSPSs of this size to supply all our projected 1985
electrical needs.

At the present time the cost of a SSPS system would be prohibitive.
Solar cells alone would cost $125,000/kw or more ref. 4). Neglecting
the cost of placing the array in synchronous orbit and assembling the
system would result in a power cost of 4800 mills/kw-hr for electricity
compared to conventional electricity costs of about 7 mills/kw-hr. The
projected goal for the SSPS concept is to reduce the costs to $j00/1^J
with an electricity cost of 12 mills/kw-hr. To achieve this goal, _ 	 r
factor of about 1000 reduction is required in solar array cost; a factor
of 100 reduction in cost of pla.cin& _the station in synchronous orbit;
and a factor of 10 reduction in the weight per kilowatt. The primary
emphasis on technology will be directed toward reducing the cost of
solar cells.

Solar thermal systems. - The heat that is generated by absorbing
the sun's radiation can be used to heat a fluid such as water. The stream
that would be generated could be used to operate a steam engine. An

early solar energy powerplant shown in figure 10 was demonstrated in
the Paris Exposition of 1878. A parabolic reflector concentrated the
sun's radiation to produce steam that powered a steam-engine-operated
printing press. Figure 11 shows a powerplant utilizing cylindrical
solar collectors to concentrate the sun's energy on pipes that produced
steam to opert:te a 50 horsepower water pump for irrigation. This was
built in Egypt in 1913 and operated during the First World War. A 1000
kilowatt high temperature furnace completed in France in 1971 is shown.



in figure 12. It concentrates solor radiation from a Large array of
mirrors on a nearby mountain side onto a one square foot area. It is
capable of heating a ton of metal to temperatures of several thousand
degrees Fahrenheit. A solar powerplant for generating electricity of
the type proposed by the Meinels (ref. 5) is shown in. figure 13.
Several square miles of desert would be covered by a large number of
cylindrical parabolic reflectors that produce steam. The steam that
would be collected from the solar collector "farm" would be used to
produce electricity in a more or less conventional steam turbine cen-
tral station. Another technique shown in figure 14 eliminates the
need for the miles of piping that is needed to collect the steam gen-
erated by the large collector farm (ref. 6). The sun's rays are con-
centrated onto a single central boiler located on a tower. Tie mirrors
are movable so that sun's rays are always focused onto the boiler.

Various estimates have been made of the cost of producing elec-
trical energy by means such as these. They range from $300 to over
$3000 per kilowatt for the capital cost. The cost of the electricity
produced would vary from 7 to 70 mills per kilowatt-hour. If all the
electric energy to meet our nation's total electrical power needs were
produced in our southwestern desert regions, it would take an area of
about 2000 square miles of solar collectors for an overall system ef-
ficiency of 20 percent. Of course all the power needs would not be
generated in one location. The degree of dispersion is a matter that
is receiving attention in current systems studies. In fact, one advan-
tage of solar produced electricity might be that powerplants could be
much smaller and widely dispersed, minimizing the need and cost for
transmission lines.

A major problem with producing electricity from heat generated by
the sun is the energy storage that would be required for night-time and
inclement-wea ther operation. The cost of systems for energy storage is
a large contributor to the high cost that is currently projected for
these systems. The largest cost factor, however, is the cost of the
sun-tracking concentrating solar collectors. Low cost designs that can
withstand the environmental conditions such as wind, weather and dust
require innovative approaches with demonstration of long, reliable and
satisfactory performance under all conditions.

Electricpower from ocean temperature aifference. - The ocean tem-
perature difference	 T system that utilizes the temperature differ-
ence between warm surface waters and cold, deep, ocean waters to operate
a heat engine is a system for generating electricity that has been dem-
onstrated in the past. See figure 15. It is proposed that such systems
be anchored in the Gulf Stream off the southern cost of Florida. Here
the upper ocean layers are warmed to about 800 F by the sun. The warm
water is used to vaporize a fluid that drives a turbine. The turbine
turns a generator for making electricity. The fluid after it has passed

t	 =
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through the turbin,^ f::• o nnd ,_,naod by a cold wat•-r ,,upply with a trm ► a:-a
tUrV of 400 ,,	 't ,,, piled ti:- from d r-pths of about ."000 fct.

7 y: 1 teW, USIc1E, the ;) ,:- A : hav(- b•?s•n d ''.^._n. tram>tt by Claude wh•:)
tU i.l a _`e 1t.11U ..'att -,yr t(-m	 -uba to i9L'u	rt.--f . 7) Htid the F rc>n-h
-hu bu., A te r, . :00 ki-el4a t t	 to-ma in thr. :9 1n) R	 the m.l;r a,ivart•-xa:.:.

::r h a .;vsUtm ar : th•it n>	 .lt, , t: ,rs or .-t or%ge are reau: r --d. lrvi
, . — an b;;th ,c: irrtli Rnd Aurr . ; the eotar erorgy for day I nigh t y l-s ago
I n . -w:rt weath-r. Se w w^fe rFnc _, fi for further discusai:,n.

The x: a. ,,	 ^iyst.cty ha y the F.:Aer-t,Idl to nrsic- a M" iOr -or,tr.ru-
tion to .:n.r f:nc• rgy need.:. for exnmj.l •• , it har, b# --.--n r!ntli st•:d that Lees
than a 0. io	 drop in CAl.f ',ream •-rc;.ld 6UPT1y al.l our _y31, rleetr. ^al

:he ox^ar. OT dco-_c have :cci_ k ,•y ter hnologyr nc —A r, .at mint u«t
oived before tt:is sy.At.*m can he , onw practi • a..	 f1r ,t is row-rracd

•:.th th- • old- wnt,-r auct that t, abG4t 7 1 fo t in d rixont-r and •CY10 f-P'
in 1• nv_,th . tt major prchlcm in how to twpport and an: hr,r au•th .A durst
it-h the lateral fc.rt^ , t:A°_ rted en it by the varying on-^nn nurrents

ing in oppo-;ta citro,, tions at diffr , rent feptha and uy 5tormca and
tinr.. F-vond, bevau- • of the ,M. QT, :arge h-at ex^hKng--r

_a^e: 1 hrc re)ufrc-d to ,xtrge t. ;argt • amzvtit i of ho•,•er. Mr:t.had •; fcr
, tcric•ntdnc lo •: co,-t, large, low •leakagi- hF-at ex^-!hnnaArr= must be d-ir.m-
t rated. lhlr-a. `h,^ ocean A"' nyt te-m 'Lunt b ,^ :ompatlbl • w ith thn

c, eran. It muet .61 hs tand corras]on. hurrlcArr's and the poss;biiity of
debris. t i:-h. • tc. from r:ngg;ng h ,-Fit. te r.^hmnN r FA.rager,. ;n a1'iti:n
pmeticq . and — oncmi ,^ai tt.: t.hodr, for s p:^ratirtg ar::i wIntaining a 1arg -
rlsr t. at aca that delivnrs its Pnerfry :o shor(, mu •.t by demor;t.rato-d.

Prnl+minary :-wt -st imt- , by advt.^a•.,, , f t llo ;cpara O R	 Intl M
range frcm $5W to $500/kilowatt vht p h lndicatpp, that the o'!"n A :
°yrAf• m cou.&d irovid" • ompetit;%--1y priced electricity. i-o-•evt-r, t.hPKµ
e5t.1mtrs mi, t b,- vr • rfii p,' t•v rlemonr' ~Rtion system.5.

> Iectric pover frrrn gird - o^lnd paver can and ha q bee n ur* •:?ri to
generate f-1- r.tricity(vhlk-h, .if course. Jr. d.-rived from solar heating of
the 4 t mo5jh • ".,. A large 1'50 kilowatt wind gen- ratcr (fig. i6j wag
built in Vermont in thr• early 19'40 o and de.) ivied viertri 1' y directly
into the local power pr.d (ref. 9). wind generators: are currently t•,=!ng
us ,^td to generate small amaurts of power around the world. Figurs • 17
bhoK5 a modern GermPn dealgn thrtt prAucen 10 ki_owat t.e. A Danish
wind generator is shown Jr., fiPur •• 1 13 that generat►•d _.,00 kilowattr. of
electricity. : • figure 19 sho•.n an artlBt's nonneptuaf design for K
ctreamlint•d wind generat,i)r for off--t;hore pcwvrrr generati.)n (figurPs eup-
plied ty GrumtrAn Aerospace Corporation). 7 1h^ figure lilustratee that
if attention it paid to ceth, - t icr,, deaigr,a could bP madr attractive.,
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There is no question about the technical feasibility of generating
electricity from wind generators as evidenced by the many demonstrations.
The only question is whether electricity can be generated reliably and
competitively by wind power and is there enough wind power available to
make a signficant impact on our energy reeds?

Estimates by advocates of wind power in this country claim there is
enough wind power to supply all our current electrical needs and that
winds in the Great Plains alone could supply half (200,000 megawatts) of
our 1985 electrical needs (ref. 10).

The question that comes up most often when discussing wind power is
that of energy storage. what happens when the wind stops? Energy stor-
age is necessary to make it possible to use individual wind ,5enerators
for small-scale applications such as nomes or small communities. How-
ever, for large applications wind generators could be added to systems
that, have storage such as net-orks with pumped water storage. Or wind
generators could be added to produce power for the grids of conventional
hydrex!lectric plants. 1L addition, wind-generators could be added to
any grid to feed power whenever the wind blows. The fuel consumption
of the conventional powerplants would thus be reduced in direct propor-
tion, to the energy supplied by the wind. The fuel in this case could
be considered to be equivalent to an energy storage system.

Areas of the United States where practical application of large-
soalF •iind•-generators may be possible need to be determined. Storage
systems could be desirable but they are not essential for all applica-
tJons. .'analysis of wind data is needed to determine whether the net-
working of large numbers o° generators without storage would be practi-
cal ,-onsidering the possibility that it is not likely that the wind
would stop over a very large network at the same time.

Costs of previous demonstrations and estimates by present-day
advocates range from *200/kilowatt to $650/kilowatt wich a cost of elec-
tricity from 7-15 mills/kilowatt-hour. Fle^tricity from wind appears to
be an attractive alternative that deserves serious evaluation.

Solar Energy for Heating and Cooling Buildings

;approximately ?5 percent of our present energy consumption is used
for heating and cooling buildings. This energy demand is met chiefly by
the use of gas and oil. :supplying this thermal energy for buildings by
solar energy would save major quantities of our dwindling supplies of
gas and oil for othir uses.

Solar energy can be utilized for heating and cooling of buildings
by utilizing flat-plate collectors (see fig. 20). These collectors con-

G
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sizt of a surface that is used to absorb the sunlight. This surface is

covered with or ►e or 3ev^raL panes of glass which reduce re.-radiation
and convective heat los.nes. "he collector is inrulsted on the sides
and back to minimize ^onduct_on and c•onvertion losse3

Water, air or some other fluid is pisced throL4,, i the 'ollector
and can reach temperatures from 1400 `_, to greater t1ain _'00 	 the
thermal energy from the fluid is stored in a heat s •..orage tank to
provide energy for night tljnr and incleQ?nt weather 	 The thermal stor-

agc can be in the form A nen6lble h^at of water cr rocks, ar in the
latent heat-of- fusion of special miiterial:

Coupled to the heat storage oystem is a heating loop and a cooling

loch. The heating loop transfers heat from the thermal storage syst:.m
to heat the building in cold weather. The cooling l:op `ransfers heat
from the thermal ',torage to operate an absorptinn or nw-hanical air
conditioning system for warm weat.h^r. Mlso connected to the heat stor-
age loop is an auxiliary heater The purpose of this heater (which
u.3eJ conventional fuel) is tc supply thermal en ,!rgy to either the heat-
ing or cooling wyeitem during periods of inclement weather when the
atored energy lu Inadequate.

More thrin 20 buildings have been or are presently heated 'with solar
energy in the United Statei figure ::l shows an office building in
,,lbu: . uerque, New Mexicc,	 ol.ar ene rgy has provided '75 percent of the
heating load for this building. Ciher buildings. that have been success-

full.y heated with oolar energy are shown ie figures 22, 25, and 24. See
reference 11.

Nona of the solar tcated homes have solar-supplled air condition-
ing. The addition of air conditioning would make the sofa~ ens *2y sys-
tcm.. for buildings more competitive. ^)ystMS (.auld then be utilize.'
neurly 12 mont:is of the year. Solar supplied air conditioning will
also help reduce summer peak-load requirements of our electric power
utilities.

The NSF/Nf,SA Solar Energy Panel report estimates that by ?020 35
percent of the t`reima.l energy far 'juildingn in the United Statea could
be supp !-ied by solar energy In areas arid buildings where solar ener3Y
is used , it is estimated that solar energy will supply an average of 75
percent of the buildings' thermal energy needs.

Technology improvements are needed in the flat plate collr)ctors
and the air :onditioning systems. For the solar heating and cooling
system:, to op economically competitive, collectors of 50 perce ►rt qf-
ficiency must be developed at, a manufacturing cost of about $2,'ft^'-.
Present lower temperature collectors for heating hot wa ,.zr are avail-
able at about $4/ft 2 . Commercially available adsorption air condition-
ers c+ ► n operate at temperatures of 220 0 F, but their coefficient-of-
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performance (C.U.P.) is low. Higher coLlector temperatures would in-
crease the C.O.P. of absorption systems and may also make dynamic
mechanical systems attractive 1'or solar heating/cooi;_ng applications.

Ecor_omic studies have indicated that solar heating is less expen-
sive then heating by electricity anywhere in the United States. How-

-	 ever solar enerfry '.s not competiti-e with gas or oil heating in most
places (ref'. 11). If solar air conditioning systems can be developed,
however, the pictuce would change because the co l.le ctc.r cost would be
shared by the tooling system as well. For example, it is eFt.imated
that it costs about $3001yr for fuel to heat and coot the average
house. These fuel costs cculd pay for a $)(M solar heating/cooling
system mortgaged over 15 years. With the increase in fuel costs and
reduction in solar sys`.em costs, solar systems will pay for themselves
in shorter periods of time.

Clean Renewable Fuel Sources from Solar Energy

At the present time the direct use of gas and oil supplies nearly
7`) F,srcent of all the nation's energy needs. The United States is
rapidl.( running out of domestic supplies of gas and oil. Several pro-
r-sses for producing t'!-,el from solar ener^,y are shown in figure 25.
hydrogen can be produced by electrolfsis using electric power from
solar-generated electricity. Pond and water plants can be grown,
prccessed and dried to pr7vide clean solid fuel for use in present
poaerr,lants in place of coal_, oil or gas.

land- or water-grown organics can be converted to gas or oil. The
techniques used include pyrolysis, chemical processing, and biochemical
reactions.

Pyrolysis is a destructive distillation process that heats organics
in the absence of air. „ present demonstration plant (ref. 12) produces
two barrels of oil (12,u00 Btu/lb) from each ton of dried organics at a
breakeven cost of about 75 cents/10 6 Btu.

In the chemical process organics are heated under pressure in a
^over gas of c't,. 	 small pilot plant demonstration (ref. 13) of this
system indicates that two barrels of cil per ton of drie ,'. organics c$n
be produced (15,000 Btu/lb) at a breakr_ven cost of about 67 cents%3.0
Btu.

Several biochemical or 1'ermentation processes have been in use in
the United States over the past 20 years ab sanitary plants. These sys-
tems produce methane which is used a.; a source of heat to power pumps
in se^ge plant.{. These plants have not been optimized to produce a
maximum amount of fuel. In an optimized system grown organics and
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aaates arty be used to nrodurc fuel econe^rnically

A proce:;s rurr ,ni ly in th- Jnb ,.^ratery r r n oarch .-,t.age is ttic photol-
ysis of wet" - (rc-f . i i i ).	 i'his 13 it 	 mri.h:xi for separating, hy-
drogs-n fr(,,m •ater by t.t:! u:;(, of t,uniight, b)u, gre e-n algae and micro-
org).ni,im:;. This i I.000:3s is iho rmodynami oally scund but mu:it be drv-
elo} p d and elemorv-,trRten an a pra c tical --y:;tem.

As sho rn in figure ?6, approxiwAtely 1i percent or 1470.000 *ti e of
Unit.#:d Staten lg rrt la pre.;e-ntly used to produce food, and austher 5 per
--nt. or 9 ,4 ,000 '41 2 is lu-ptt in reserve as surplus land . e. r* pai d Farme rs
nearly $2.6 h il 1 lun in 1971 riot to r;row crapr, on thi , burplus Innd . If'
this surplus land were used to gro-+ crops for fuel production at present
efficiencies of one percent, enough fuel could be praduccd to meat ''0
percent o?' our current total vnerKy rn ed:;	 If this r ffit Jency could be
inrren ed to 5 percent, tur n thia Innd area could supply all our cur-
rent enerav needa.

To make furl from crops er onomically fear ible , cropr with the
highest Btu's per acre per year must be identified and developed. i.?so,
lo.+ cost processing methods in(:luding Janrvesting, preparation, and
t ransporation must be evolved. And, finally, low cost conversion Sys-
tems for converting crops to gas and/or oii must be brought into opFr3-

tion on a very large scale basis.

Several preliminary cost estimates for producing fuel from organics
Indicate that such processes are close to being econimi<-ally competitive

today (ref. 1). '^liese costs are ig the same range for natural gas and
oil from $U. 50/1U litu to $1.20/1U Btu.

PM;NTIAL IMPACT OF SOUR FWFRGY

Prediction of the impact of solar erw rgy depends on (1) how much
effort the nation in villin,? to expend on its developm ent, (2) the :uc-
cecs of the development of other energy sources, (5) the cost competi-
tiveness of solar energy systems, and (4) on the judgernent of the pre-
dictions. The NSF/NASA Solar Energy -'anel concludes that "if solar
development program:; are successful, building heating could reach public
use within five years, building cooling in six to ten years, Synthetic
fuels from organic materials in five to eight years, and generation of
ele:tricity in 10 to 15 years." And further, "solar energy could eco-
nomically provide (by the yeas 2020) up to (1) 35 percent of the total
building heating and cooling load, (2) 3O percent of the nation's gab-
eous fuel, (5) lU percent of the liquid fuel, and (4) 20 percent Gf the
electric energy rrquireme-nts.'
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Whether solar energy will make a smaller or larger impact than pre-
dicted g ill depend on (1) how scarce fuel becomes, (2) how practical and
environmentally acceptable new sources are, (3) how seriously we view
our dependence on foreign sources, and (4) what the alternatives are.
With only a small fraction of the nation's expenditure for energy, our
country has the ability to vigorously pursue the development of alter-
nate energy sources (such as solar energy) that could have a major im-
pact and that do not use our depletable resources. Alternatives should
be made available as quickly as possible to reduce the drain of our gas
and oil reserves. The cost for doing this compared to our annual ex-
penditure on energy could very well be a small price for the potential
benefit to be obtained. By developing and operating these systems for
:,elected areas of the United States before the need becomes a crisis,
it would be possible to implement practical proven systems in the most
rapid and efficient manner possible.
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figure IU. - Solar energy operated printing press, Paris Exposition, 1878.
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Figure I I. -Focusing solar collector system used to operate 100 hp steam powered irrigation pump,
Egypt, 1913.
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Figure 12. - High temperature 1000 kW solar furnace, France, 1971.

Figure 13. - Proposed focusing solar co l lector "farm" for p roducing Beam for electric poker
production.
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Figure 14. - Tower mounted steam boiler for producing electricity from solar energy.
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Figure 15

Figure 16. - 1250 kW wind electric gen?rator. Vermont,
1941.
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hgure 19.	 Proposed multi-megawatt Hind generator, U. S.
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Figure 21. - Solar-h-^atHl office building, Albuquerque, N.M.
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Figure 22. - Thorrasson solar heated home, Washington, D.C. area.
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Fiqure 13. - Soldr-hedted 'louse, Denver, Colurado.

I figure 24. - Solar heated housr, 4lassachusetts.
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